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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,as every second passes humanity has a moment more to remember,and perhaps this fact alone goes some way to explaining the ever changing role of memory both in the mind of individuals and at the heart of the body politic.Memory has personal and national implications, whether we look to Chile,South Africa,Germany or Northern Ireland,these are all societies where the issue of memory is at the centre of the dilemmas and challenges they face,and for the individual too,as ever more forms of information crowd for space in our minds,and the image from someone else's photograph can be more enduring than our own first-hand experience of an event,can memory itself forever remain unchanged in its role within our psychology?
 Malcolm Bowie is Marshall-Foche Professor of French Literature at Oxford University,and also the director of Oxford's European Humanities Research Centre.He's a scholar of Proust,Freud and Lacon, and his most recent book is,"Proust among the Stars".
 Dr Nancy Wood is Head of Media Studies at the University of Sussex where her research is chiefly in the areas of popular history and memory.She's the author of ,"Vectors of Memory",which is to be published in September this year.
 Malcolm Bowie,at the start of this century,Freud came up with an idea that had huge....that has had a huge impact on the way that we think about our own past.He put memory,I think,right at the heart of where we form ourselves as individuals.Could you tell us about that?

Malcolm Bowie : I could.I need to begin by sketching out something that he wasn't doing.he wasn't coming up with a theory of memory in general,he wasn't trying to work out the internal systems that might comprise the neurophysiological functioning of the brain.He was only in a very limited sense,a cognitive psychologist,trying to work out what was happening cerebrally.What he was interested in was a certain class of memories,and a certain special role that those memories could have in therapeutic treatment.These were the memories of painful early events which had proved intolerable Malcolm Bowie to the individual,which the individual had repressed,had no longer direct access to,and so the famous Freudian dialogue between analyst and patient was set up in order to allow the patient to get back down into contact with those hidden recesses of the mind,and to control potentially dangerous material,by way of conversation,by way of building a future self,that had been,somehow,purged,of those pains,difficulties,emotional disturbances  and so forth.So memory of a quite special kind was placed at the centre of the Freudian method.

Melvyn Bragg :  Yes,in this programme we're not talking about neurobiology of memory.We're not talking about where it resides in the brain,we're talking about the culture of memory.Before Freud, were there any theories of memory as powerful,or was he challenging already existing theories of memory?

Malcolm Bowie : There were numerous theories of memory going all the way back to Plato and the pre-Socratics.I think what Freud did that in large part caused him to achieve this extraordinary celebrity which for better or for worse goes on to this day was to think of memory as a dramatic device.Certain memories were very much more potent than others.They could be placed at the centre of an entirely new sort of conversation between clinician and patient,and so memory became,if you like,a suddenly new sexy subject on the European agenda,from having been the sort of thing that philosophers,psychologists,moral enquiries of one kind or another would explore in their spare moments and write treatises and tomes about,it suddenly became of urgent import to you me and everyone.

Melvyn Bragg :  But it also became...it was seen as the key to unlocking this great subterranean reservoir called the unconscious,for better and for worse it could bring to mind what was thought of as a 90% of stuff,or 95% down there under the surface of what we deal with every day.How far do you think this is true as a theory?

Malcolm Bowie : I don't know...it's very difficult to apply the ordinary truth tests to it [What are the truth tests? -LB],when you talk about a reservoir,subterranean recess which is the unconscious,which is the storehouse of forbidden,forgotten,difficult memories and so forth.There really are no ways of testing for presence or even partial presence of that with an average human mental functioning.

[Nothing can be absolutely true without an objective metaphysics,which doesn't exist.A scientific theory is only provisionally true in that tests and experiments done yield answers consistent with the theory and in that sense it can be true or false -LB]

I think if one thinks of Freud as a dramatist,as somebody who has one singular and splendid intuition at an early stage in his life,and carries on working out the consequences of that in more and more refined versions of his therapeutic technique,you get further.So you don't ask the question "how true is this?",so much as the question "does it work?",in helping people to come to terms with their problems,and in constructing futures for themselves.

[Malcolm is precisely correct.Any scientific theory stands or falls on whether it works,not whether it has any absolute truth value,or even any subjective truth value,although if it works then this is how its truth is discerned -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : And the drama was enhanced by the fact that he proceeded in his cures through conversation, through dramatic conversation,through dialogue I suppose?

Malcolm Bowie :  That's right.Two people.....only two people working together could have access to either person's unconscious,and then only glancingly and momentarily.

Melvyn Bragg :  I'll come back in a moment to whether you thought he had a big influence on Proust and other writers.But,Nancy Wood,do you think that the individual still uses memory in the way that Freud described?

Nancy Wood : Yes I do.I think that we still use memories to establish our identities through time. I think that is a key function of memory.We tell narratives of the self,if you like,as a way of establishing who we are.I think perhaps,what's changed is that society has come to value that function in a different way.It's not simply "that's what memory does".It's that society assigns a very high social value to that process.

[Society is an emergent aspect of a group of individual's behaviour.If society is assigning a value to memory,then the value of memory is due to an emergent process of group behaviour,and no individual person has determined its value.
Epiphenomena like group or collective memory  are described by Rupert Sheldrake as being due to "Morphic Fields" or "Morphic Resonance",and he alludes to the collective behaviour of shoaling or flocking as being due to a collective memory.In fact this group action which appears to have no basis in the individual is described in mathematics.Such terms as "mind" which is not the brain,and some think is not due to the pure mechanics of the brain can also be described in this way,as can a society.
All these things are emergent phenomena of the system,and are described by Ilya Prigogine,Ian Stewart and others in connection with CHAOS theory and non-linear mathematics.Ref: Video BB14: RI Lecture 1997.So no morphic fields are needed to describe such phenomena.
What is less evident is how an emergent phenomena assigns a value to something -LB]

We can see that in the proliferation of psycho therapies that are designed precisely to try and probe our memories in search of self knowledge.I think we can see it the kind of value that's put on autobiography,individual memoirs,as forms of testimony about ourselves.So while I think the function of memory remains for the individual,telling narratives of the self and when unable to do so,trying to fill in those gaps as Freud would have it,I think we have as a society come to give it a particular premium.

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think that we use memory or employ memory or go to memory in a significantly different way at the end of this century? Let's say we're talking about the western with a small "w" world in this case.Are we doing it in a significantly different way than a couple of hundred years ago or....?

Nancy Wood : I think we are.I think if you look at the broad sweep of memory,previous societies created environments of memory,if you like,they lived memory unselfconsciously.Memory was more a spontaneous phenomena.It was embedded in rituals and in traditions.I think what modern societies have done is separated memory off,put it on forms of cultural display.The French historian Pierre Nohar uses the term (indistinct) de memoire or "sites of memory" to try and indicate the extent to which we have separated ourselves out off from the experience of memory.

Melvyn Bragg : Can you give us some examples of this so the listeners can get a finger hold on this?

Nancy Wood : Certainly,if you think about the growth of the museum,museum  industries,the extent to which are interested in commemorating our past.The.....
[Recently I watched a drama called "Never Forget" starring Star Trek's Leonard Nimoy as Mel Mermelstein,a Holocaust survivor who had created a small art museum full of bits and pieces of memorabilia from the Nazi camps,which he used in talks to keep the memory of the Holocaust and the lives of those killed,alive,lest people forget the horror of what happened,and try to repaint history with no Holocaust,as his antagonists were trying to do.In writing this I found that the lead character's name came readily to mind even though the film was some days into the past,possibly because there is a Mel in this programme -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But haven't civilisations always been interested in commemorating their past?

Nancy Wood : Yes,I think commemoration is again something that is part of our social lives.I think at the end of this century we do it more and more,and we can ask ourselves whether we do it because we have less of a faith in the future.

[Perhaps we do it more because as Mel noted at the start there is more to remember with each passing second.Maybe belief and morality also play a role.Martin Luther King's birthday is celebrated because a basic freedom was gained and that fact needs to be remembered as does it's main orator.Religious beliefs observe various traditional celebrations,for instance remembering Christ's birth and death,and so what someone believes or whether a value change occurred might be things which determine what is chosen to be remembered.Likewise great technical achievements or tragic loss of life may be celebrated -LB]

The future appears perhaps more capricious,more uncertain,and in that sense we turn to memory as a sort of refuge.

[It's worth noting that the current scientific view of the future gives it  a real freedom via Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle,which forces atoms to have an inherent indeterminacy,and thus freewill is a real phenomena,and those who have a fatalistic or deterministic belief,would therefore not have such a capricious view of the future as it would be predetermined and we would be following a destiny.The idea that he past has happened,or closed and the future is yet to happen or open,seems instinctively correct,and is consistent with the facts.The idea that the future is already written and we are like trains on a track with no freewill would be at odds with Nancy's assertion,and also at odds wit the physical facts -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think that the memories of the individual are as important as they once were?

Nancy Wood :  I think they're even more important.I think we don't rely on tradition,rituals in the same way.
[Anthony Giddens in the 1999 Reith Lectures might not agree -LB]

I think individuals themselves come to embody memories in a certain way.We're memory individuals, to a great extent,and society expects us to be so.

Melvyn Bragg :   Can you just disentangle what "memory individuals" in a certain sense,means?

Nancy Wood :  Well, I think it's the expectation that our sense of continuity will no longer be guaranteed through tradition.But that it will be guaranteed through the self and through the extent to which individuals find other individuals to whom they can refer,to whom they can share memories,and I think that has become more and more a function of individual memories in society,to join them into a group memory.

[Maybe it's worth taking into account the internet here and the extent to which communication is taking place cross culturally and beyond the usual territorial and geographical boundaries,and as Nancy says memories are being created between individuals joining into a group.Perhaps even the internet could be seen as a giant neural complex creating its own memories,which again might be seen as an emergent phenomena of a set of individuals much as shoaling is an emergent property of fish behaviour which has simple rules behind it.For demo see John Conway's "Game of Life" where the property of "walking" emerges from 3 simple cellular rules -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Malcolm Bowie do you think that this idea of putting memory in such a prime,prize position in our culture,is right,is something that you agree with,is something - I'm not asking you to flatly contradict Nancy - what I don't know...what's your view of that? Because Freud's ideas have been severely re examined,by two of the people that you're very interested in,well by Lacon,but also by Satre [Ref: Audio:Memorex C90 21B {Philosophy Figures}] with his existential notion of how we live.What's your view of the primacy almost,of memory as Nancy Wood was discussing?

Malcolm Bowie : I think the problem for psychoanalysis and a variety of other therapies that put a particular emphasis on memory is that unless you do a thing in a particularly subtle and wide ranging way,it can become terribly narcissistic and self enclosed.You're dealing with your own autobiography, digging up your own reminiscences,reprocessing them conversationally,as we were saying.But you're not connecting yourself back to the community,back to any sense of public responsibility.

[The noticeable lack of public responsibility and sense of community or altruistic responses,is reflected in the "what's in it for me" attitude that seems to prevail.Danah Zohar covers this in "The Quantum Self" and connects it up to modern physics.Michael Laver in "The Politics of Private Desire" attempts to show why selfish considerations might be workable.Biologically in ourselves and in Nature examples of altruism and selfishness can both be seen and both work.This is exemplified by Von Neumann in "The Prisoner's Dilemma" where whether to stick with the group or go it alone becomes paradoxical.John Allen Paulos in "The Mathematician Reads the Newspaper" (Radio series of the book) used the same ploy on his math students to test where the break even point was -LB Ref: "Psychology Today" Aug 98 p49 {Prisoner's Dilemma};Audio:Fuji C60 10 {A Mathematician Reads the Newspaper}]

You're not really taking part in the,if you like,the institutionalised forms of memory that help to create certain sorts of cohesion on the one hand,and of inventiveness and innovation on the other.So there's something slightly,can one say,"self - preening" about certain of these therapies as if the answer to the individuals problems always somehow lay within,and lay retrospectively within,rather than in the public sphere and prospectively,taking the person out into new forms of connection with others.

[Strangely the internet,rather than a conglomeration of nerds,under Malcolm's suggestion could be seen as a form of therapy,which is prospective and forms new connections with others.Indeed from personal experience it seems relationships are burgeoning utilising bases that hitherto would have been unknown.If the cultural or social priorities of and individuals own peer group are what are at the source of a problem,and another group offers the kind of environment that gives that individual what they require to solve the problem,then the individual can solve the problem merely by moving to a different peer group that has coincident aims -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Would you say though,from what your studies of Jacque Lacon,he did what you think should be done? He suggested his theory took us in that direction?

Malcolm Bowie : His was a theory of what he called,"Inter - subjective speech" that's to say of things that happen between people,between the analyst and the patient,in the first instance,but between the speaker and the speech community at large,secondly,and that sounds to many of his defenders and enthusiasts, like the beginnings of a very important new,psycho analytically based social theory.If you get a Lacanian hold on language,and on the centrality of language within the human subject,you're thereby,it's claimed,getting a hold on all sorts of social mechanisms and modes of production and meaning within society.Now it seems to me that's difficult,in that different levels of social activity, different kinds of meaning within society,might need to be treated as quasi-autonomous systems, rather than brought together into one embracing cult of human language as the be-all and end-all of  all kinds of meaning whatsoever.So there's a problem there,but there's a certainly a much more thoroughgoing attempt to situate the life of the individual,memories of the individual within the social sphere, in Lacon than in Freud.

Melvyn Bragg :  You,Nancy,you stressed the importance of the individual memory but,how important are individual memories? It's almost impossible to get the balance,but anyway that's what you've been working on,compared with collective memories? I mean there's a collective memory,in this country of wars in this century and the collective memory of the Holocaust,even though for many people,many people below a certain age,just to take one section of people,it was nowhere near their direct experience,and yet it's part of the collective memory.We all know,I mean I was born in 1979, but I know from what I've read and seen about the first world war [Ref: Audio:Fuji C60 :In Our Time 34 {The Just War}],and about of course,what happened all over the first world war,particularly about the British contribution in the first world war,and the images of the trenches,and so on,are very strong in my mind.There as strong as memory,and I know it's a collective memory in this country,most people I talk to,well,they would know what we're talking about,it's part of what we are,part of what we come from.How do you put that in your theory,your idea of memory?

Nancy Wood : Well I would make a distinction between individual memory and what you call collective memory.I think only individuals remember,but societies organise those memories or indeed other representations of the past into particular scenarios for us,and I think that what is important,in those scenarios we establish some relationship to the past.Some type of judgement of it,some type of identification with it or some ethical view of it,and I think that is really the function of what we might call collective memory,is to establish our relationship to the past,and I think when you mention the example of world war one,it's interesting that in so far as that has come back into public culture,it has come back in a critical form.We're looking at those representations  of the trenches,of the soldiers who were shot at dawn,of the soldiers sent on impossible missions in barren landscapes and we are critical of those,and I think that is one of the functions of memory.Memory is not only a kind of commemoration and celebration of the past,I think it is also a form of critical reflection.

Melvyn Bragg :   Malcolm Bowie,do you think that memory,the ideas of memory and that we remember are too dominating in the culture at the moment and the idea of the past is too dominating, and the idea that the past is sacred and sacred is too dominating?

[ In the conservative era encompassing Major & Thatcher,there was the idea of "Back to Basics", presuming that the values of the past had some inherent worth and should be reintroduced.Presumably this is because of an assumption that "standards have dropped" and that "things were better before",which also is covered by comments like "We could leave our doors open when I was small,you can't do that these days" as if the past engendered halcyon days or a utopia where there were no problems or that life was "better".In order to think this there must be some objective measure of what is right,and since there is no such thing,any idea of the past as being better than now or the future is only the subjective judgement of the unprogressive and stoical mind.Somewhat paradoxically,the only thing that stays the same is change.Societies are dynamic and fluctuating and cannot be constrained in an archetypal vision of someone's subjective ideals.Moreover the idea that the past is better than the future is absurd,since we don't know what the future is.But with hindsight,modern periods are better in certain senses than older periods (medical treatment,technology,knowledge of nature) but perhaps worse in other areas (lack of community,impact on nature etc).Possibly personal memories are coloured with rose-tinted spectacles,as early childhood periods tend to be times of freedom and exploration and new experience and sensory overload,and by comparison later life seems more dull and less happy as adult responsibilities and problems are met.So it seems inevitable that the past will be viewed rather like the loss of a dear friend,who you spent good times with -LB]

Malcolm Bowie :  I think we're coming up to...we're in the middle of a rather difficult period at the moment,where everybody but everybody is introspec.....a retrospective as well as introspective,with advent of the millennium.This is time for the usual end of year stock-taking,it's the end of the century stock-taking,it's the end of the millennium stock-taking,as you,yourself know from your ventures elsewhere [I think Malcolm is referring to "Two Thousand Years",Mel's religious programme on ITV,Sunday -LB],it's a whole stock-taking exercise on Christianity itself,and on that as an underpinning for much in Western culture,and this constant retrospection,I really do find alarming. It's a difficult question to know.Are we going to emerge from this fixation on the remembering mode and get ourselves into the new millennium,the new century on day one,and inventing new forms of experience for ourselves.

[Maybe society behaves,as a collection of individuals,as Richard Dawkins and others have said,almost as if it is an organism in its own right,as we are a collection of cells,and in terms of its collective memory,also as a halcyon view of its own birth and initial growth,and revisits periods retrospectively in order to try and recapture the flavour of what is new.If a civilisation could be said to have a lifetime in that previous civilisations have been born lived and died (Aztec,Mayan,Egyptian,Roman etc),maybe what brings about their downfall is a fixation with how things used to be,rather than looking forward to the future,in the same way that an individual becomes bored of the same sights and surroundings with age,a society too,wishes to recapture its youth and vigour and rid itself of sterility and repeated similarity.As Malcolm suggests,the way to do this is not to go back to previous periods in history and rework them,but to create genuinely new experiences in the future.A retrospective society seems like a doomed society,but a progressive forward looking society seems like one with vigour and purpose -LB]

The example at the end of the last (indistinct),if you like,in the period 1890-1910 was an example of an extraordinary new fertility,and forward-lookingness and invention,before the horrors of the first world war were unleashed,as Nancy was describing.One thinks of that extraordinary cultural resurgence in Paris in the years up to 1913.Now,I don't see any sign,apart possibly from relatively trivial things,like large wheels on the South Bank and Millennium Domes and so forth,I don't see any sign of an impending cultural or personal renaissance [See Poem "Renaissance Man" -LB].A new form of imagination coming into being for the 21st century.

Melvyn Bragg : Do you think that the idea that memory is so important to us as individuals and collectively,and that we explore it so much in our own lives -we'll all except that I think - and in the media in different ways,the films about the past,we have access to it,they are fascinating
[I'm not sure "Johnny Mnemonic" fits into that! -LB],do you think that means that we are rather afraid of what is and what might be,or do you think that's just the luxury of a particular period in our development?
[People are afraid of the unknown.The future is unknown.Therefore,people are afraid of the future.The testimony of them looking to the past,shows that the future is unknown.The fact that they seek astrologers and ball gazers is an indication that they would like to know what the future holds,because they don't like the idea of an open chasm in front of them with no sure path across it in case they fall.
 The danger of falling is what makes life worth living,and the new and unseen is what is fresh and exciting.As Jeff Goldblum says on Future Quest,"The Future is where we spend the rest of our lives". Not to embrace it,is to stagnate into a void of featureless sameness and to be obsessed with monotonous repeated regularity that is unbecoming of human beings with freewill to invent anew and afresh -LB]

Malcolm Bowie :  I think  it is very luxurious to have by way of the media and extraordinary explosion in publishing what seems like instantaneous access to the past,in all it's highways and by ways,and cross - culturally,we can imagine ourselves back into the skin of any one of our human predecessors and re examine his/her lifestyle with aid of this now very subtle and often,sort of on-line and instantly retrievable information that we have about the past,and that luxuriance,that sense of slightly deliquescent lingering over things that have ceased to be,does seem to me to be in danger of sapping the inventiveness,the system-building,the hypothesising,the future-imagining capacities of the human mind.
[Exactly right Malcolm -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Except that,that very acceptance of the past has inspired one of your greatest heroes and arguably one of the greatest novelists who ever lived?

Malcolm Bowie :   That's right,well he,Proust is though of as the person who somehow monumentalises and fetishises memory.He gives memory a special role at the beginning of his novel and he comes back to a further account of memory much later in the novel ,in order to give it one of its sense of over all completeness and closure.So he's thought of as a man who is famous for remembering.Famous for remembering what it feels like to be a child,as an adolescent,and then as an adult and so forth.But if you look at the texture of Proust's  writing you can see that it's full of,what I would call,model-building ingenuity,forward-flung anticipation,of new modes of awareness,new patterns of thinking,and so the,if you like,the act of memory is the motive,the spur,the trigger to a whole lot of prospective imagining inside the texture of that book.

Melvyn Bragg : Nancy Wood,I'd like to come back to this notion of the collective memory,and if you could explain why you think that the collective memory is important and what it is about the collective memory today,that is significantly different -I know I've asked this before,but if we can take a bit more time -significantly different from collective memories in previous times?

[It's ironic that Mel chooses to compare collective memory with what it was like in the past,and not what it might be in the future! -LB]

 Nancy Wood : Well,I think again,in thinking of the way we talk about sites of memory,memory as areas within culture to which we can refer,with which we can identify,I think that is very different than the way we've have related to memory in the past.But I think there's probably a sharper way of examining that question,and I think it's to look at societies who are examining their past,who are examining their collective memories.If you think about South Africa for example,the example you mentioned at the start of the programme,where there is an attempt to establish a consensus about what happened under the years of apartheid,in order to move forward,in order to make that transition to democracy,one in which people feel has involved some type of "reckoning" with the past,and the crimes of the past.

[In "Never Forget" the anti-semites quoted a reference "History is but an agreed upon collection of fables", which I think was attributed to Napoleon,but I can't remember! -LB]

So I think at that level,societies need to work through their pasts in order to move forward into democratic futures,which isn't to say that's easy,but I think it's a necessary process,particularly for societies coming out of authoritarian regimes.

Melvyn Bragg :  It's very prescriptive though isn't it? It's saying,"we will look at our past in that way",or in the case of Chile,"we will forget those crimes","You will forget those crimes,otherwise we can't move forward".Do you think this is at all effective?

 Nancy Wood : I think the case of South Africa's very instructive,and particularly through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission,which was the South African attempt to come to terms with the past.

[How much is it like the Orwellian rewriting the facts as you see them type of scenario,especially in the case of Chile.Memory of such events does seem to be tainted by the political agendas of an elite group who wish to control how things are remembered.Not least those who wish to repaint history without a Holocaust -LB]

I think truths about the past,and I would emphasise truths in the plural did emerge.
[Steve Biko was killed, true or not ? -LB]
Whether reconciliation was achieved,I think is another matter.I don't think reconciliation can be imposed by societies,I think it has to come from below,and primarily has to come from those who were victims or whose families were victims of regimes,and in that sense I think there is a question mark over whether that process was achieved in South Africa or could have been achieved by those institutional means.I do think Chile has to go through that process itself.I don't think the price of democracy can be merely a forgetting,a putting behind of crimes of the past.I think it will return,those crimes will return to haunt societies in the future.

Melvyn Bragg :   Is it possible,do you think,Malcolm Bowie,for governments to as it were,direct the way its people think about the past? In other words to direct memory? Do you just think it's possible?

Malcolm Bowie : I think it's possible,it's certainly happening as we speak,in the sense that government agencies of one kind or another are responsible for what nowadays is called heritage,for as it were the official story,constantly modified but still constant in it's broad outlines,of the nation state and its predecessor outfits,seen almost always as stories of grand linear development towards rewarding fulfilling goals,rather than a catalogue of disasters,and accidents.So a lot of government [Taxpayers -LB] money is spent on that form of commemoration,and of encouraging a certain sort of, if you like,"buying -in" on the part of the populace to officially or semi-officially sanctioned versions of the past,rather than encouraging critical scrutiny of the national myths.

Melvyn Bragg :    Because in this country at the moment we're told again and again in newspapers or people discuss,and I think quite rightly,about the what the particularly the English are at the moment. The Scots seem to have,from Braveheart to their own parliament,and so on it goes,and that is very much to do with how we remember ourselves isn't it?

[With the Euro elections coming up,exactly what English identity is and what we're supposed to be protecting is very much on the agenda.With the absurd policies of positive discrimination,the rise of Pro-white and xenophobia is on the rise.The Radio Times carries a letter from a follower of "Kilroy" who says that one person,upon being asked about the Kosovans said "Send them back to their own country",which is the same attitude that prevailed over immigrants from other communities.This seems to be because the indigenous community feels it is getting a raw deal as a member of their own country whilst those of ethnic origin are positively encouraged by special dispensations being given.
 Only recently the BBC's Counterblast programme featured an orator who related the tale of a woman who was given grief by Moslems who said that she couldn't keep model pigs in her house.Indicating that the way English/British people uphold freedom to do what one wishes as a virtue is under threat from dogmatic religious belief,which has been given a "no holds barred" signal from a government practising ethnic positive discrimination.But the orator had a "little England" and conservative and xenophobic idea of Englishness,and whilst he might have been right to suggest that England's values were being underplayed,he might be seen as the thin end of the wedge on the road to Nazism and white power,which is exactly why Mel Mermelstein was going about telling people to "Never Forget" -LB]

Malcolm Bowie : I think that's right but there's no particular reason when the Englishness of English history has been disentangled from the Jacobite rebellion and certain uncomfortable things happening on the Welsh marshes...marches and so no reason why that should be a story of uniform success and fulfilment.I mean it seems to me that we owe it to the past to look at the dark eclipses in the history of the nation state,not for pious reasons,reasons of sort of national self-improvement,but just as a way of telling a certain new range of truths about what actually happened.

Melvyn Bragg :   But in this collective memory,Nancy Wood,are we talking about memory or are we talking about politics? That is to say,when in Ireland for instance,people remember Oliver Cromwell,are they remembering Oliver Cromwell in any sense that makes sense,or they using Oliver Cromwell to get on with what they want to do tomorrow morning?

Nancy Wood : Well I think the term "Politics of Memory" is very instructive in this respect,because it says that any memory responds to certain intentions,and those intentions are usually political intentions of states.Of course those intentions can come from below as well.I think one is talking about a balance of power,and certainly I think memory is subject to those forces as much as its something that emerges out of some particular interests in the past.I think intentionality drives memory and its presence in the public sphere.

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think the widening amount of information,Malcolm Bowie,to people, through television,and now we have the internet,and the radio,which is largely shared over particular groups,so you think that in any way is overwhelming  individual memory?

[I don't think memory is a cup that can over spill Mel -LB]

Malcolm Bowie : I think it's overwhelming memory in certain cases and individual creativity.The sense that it's possible for individuals to make a difference to have ideas that change things.

Melvyn Bragg :  Is being....?

Malcolm Bowie : I think that's being compromised.I think people are often,sort of nostalgically and sentimentally afloat in various versions of the past.Sometimes kind of hyper real versions of the past [Like a medieval time where there is no plague and famine and everyone looks like "Robin Hood- Men in Tights",another Mel -LB],coming at us by way of the new technology,and losing any sense of personal wilfulness,inventiveness,the word I keep using,and the power to affect change within society,or in the sense of their own individuality.

Melvyn Bragg : Do you think that the emphasis,as I said at the top of the programme on memory at the moment,which is in -as Malcolm Bowie has hinted at - is in various forms ,both academic and cultural and popular and so on,do you think this is something that you think will pass or do you think it is something that we will want to keep exploring intensively for any foreseeable future?

Nancy Wood : I think we will probably want to keep exploring it.What I think we have to do is avoid turning it into a cult of memory. I think we have to keep realising that memory is for uses in the present,ought to inform us about the present and guide or actions in the present and cults of memory will not do that.

Melvyn Bragg : Malcolm Bowie we've kept away from neuroscience,neurobiology,but do you think  maybe discoveries in the brain,finally,will change the way that the culture of memory is perceived?

Malcolm Bowie : My greater hope would be of cognitive science.That's to say that people will make models of brain process that will enable us to understand the functioning of memory and the different systems that combine to produce complex memory performances and states of attention based on memory.But I don't think that neuroscience in itself is going to tell us hoe to conduct ourselves in the new millennium!

Melvyn Bragg : Well thank you very much.Thank you very much Professor Malcolm Bowie and Dr Nancy Wood.Next week I'll be joined by John Keen and Al Ferguson and we'll be talking about the concept of the Just War,which I think came from Aquinas.Thanks for listening.


Renaissance Man

The tide is turning to a new paradigm
The sands of time move on
Displacing themes,controlling memes
Another setting sun

Ways of being,ways of seeing
Everyone needs to "believe"
Everything changes and rearranges
It's hard for them to conceive

Super-Ego and subliminal urges
Colour the social world
Comprehension causes hyper-tension
When your images are unfurled

Messages and movement of information
A global transaction of mind
Interaction and interreaction
Of quality and type and kind

We are all,and each other
Tied together with umbilical chords
Renaissance man where are you?
We need you to spread the new words

Millennium fever has taken its hold
Philosophy has turned to the East
Cleaning new places,filling with spaces
Society aims for the least

The brain has a machine metaphor
Furniture holds the meaning of life
Feng Shui and Tai Chi
Seventeenth century strife

Thinking and striving to understand
And science is in disrepute
Disfavoured;disflavoured
No need to be astute

The masses new millennium religion
A populace with no clue
Stupidity;rigidity
Renaissance where are you?

Make up lurid stories
About goblins,ghosts and greys
Let's pretend,not comprehend
The world is several ways

The right brain needs to find its place
Back in the scheme of things
Imagination;degradation
The angels get their wings

Renaissance man is missing
To speak some common sense
Natural science and alliance
Recompense

Fervour and assurance instead
Of  the warped and twisted
Perception;deception
Renaissance enlisted

The new medieval risk society
The fatalists do not care
No reflection,just rejection
There is no way to share

Contempt for science and philosophy
And dread from simple materialism
Unwise,devoid of eyes
Continued cynicism

Controlling academic elitist factions�
Propogate ill-considered thoughts
Majority's authority
Of superficial sorts

Knee-jerk reactions to situations
Solutions are never profound
Apathy not empathy
Renaissance makes no sound

Numbers are subordinate to language
Maths is always dull
Agony and ecstasy
Art is in a lull

Outmoded Newtonian social wisdom
Maintains its determinism
Outdated,antiquated
Renaissance minimalism

Renaissance man should speak his mind
In poetry,art and science
Literacy and numeracy
Vehemence,defiance

Wash away dogmatic doctrines
Based on hearsay,guesswork,belief
For the many,is there any
Rationality underneath?

Holism fosters coherence and insight
Without panpsychist claims
Unity within diversity
Wave particle dualistic aims

False icons and prophets twisting the truth
A spiritual message for free
Rest morals,on laurels
Monkeys have their tea

Quantum mechanics,a physical picture
"How can it possibly affect me?"
Sensory cortex,quantum vortex
Will they ever see?

The picture written in Renaissance lingo
Equations on the Argand Plane
Regard as too hard
Humans use their brain

A culture that prefers the easy option
Continues its repeated refrain
Aestheticism,subjectivism
"It's my right to complain"

Free will and personal rights in the highest esteem
"I have no right to choose"
No onus,no bonus
When the lottery players lose

But mind and matter and reality
Are more complex than they discern
Enhances the chances
Renaissance man return

